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How 'bout those Twins? 
Winonan Photo By Tony Dussel 
in the last of a seven game series. In recognition of this year's win, all state agencies 
and institutions were closed from noon until 5 p.m. on Tuesday. In addition, parades 
were held in both Minneapolis and St. Paul, ending in a large rally at the state capital. 
Denise Bzoski and Patti Tillman, two freshmen from Minnesota, embrace the two 
closest people following the the final out in the seventh game of the World Series. 
This was the first time Minnesota has clinched the World Series Championship. The 
Twin's last attempt at the Championship was in 1965 when they lost to the Dodgers 
World SeriesChampionship closes campus 
• 
By CHUCK FREDERICK 
Sports Editor 
Sunday night Minnesota 
errupted. 
The Minnesota Twins defied 150 
to 1 odds and won the World Series 
Championship for the first time. 
Yesterday, though, students and 
faculty at Winona State were elated 
for another reason. 
In commemoration of the Twins' 
World Series victory, Gov. Rudy 
Perpich (Minn.) declared a 
statewide holiday yesterday after-
noon. State University System of-
ficials decided to extend the free 
day to students. 
At Winona State, classes were 
cancelled from noon until 5 p.m. 
and pre-registration was put on  
hold for a day. 
But all the hoopla started Sun-
day night. Jubilant fans throughout 
Winona hugged and cheered all 
night long. 
Tony Orsello, a freshman broad-
casting major from St. Paul, Minn. 
said, "It's the best thing that's hap-
pened to Minnesota in eons." 
Senior broadcasting major Mitch 
Rosen watched the seventh game 
in the hub of all the activity. "The 
excitement (at the Metrodome) was 
unbelievable. My ears are still ring-
ing, it was just crazy." He corn-
pared the scene outside the 
Metrodome to the crowded streets 
at Mardi Gras. 
Most 	other 	state-run 
establishments also joined the 
celebration and closed down for 
the afternoon. 
For some students the day off 
was more exciting than the Twins' 
victory. "I don't care about the 
Twins," said junior broadcasting 
major Larry Radler. "I'm just glad 
we got the day off." 
Ori ination fee causes loan check delay 
Plaza East. A loan secretary there, Mari Maroushek, said 
checks have been held back because the sums had to be 
re-computed. But she expects to send them out in a cou- 
By JACKIE COSTA 	 interest rate. 
News Editor 	 Cathy Maul, student loan representative for Norwest 
Students at Winona State University who haven't pick- 	Bank's guarantee agency in Sioux Falls, S.D., said banks 
ed up Guaranteed Student Loan installments yet can ex- 	are holding checks because bank officials have to refigure 	ple of days. ...,.. 	_ 	. . 
pect to wait just a lime ionger clue to an increase in me 	the clispurbuineil ►b to iliet yuyetilmem ictilt.icuLi. Site , ii vity . C ■_11 CAI ... 
— 
n.IV II 190 CAI IU I-001.1 I ',Jog I, .t..., 1-,-41C.I.yi.:Lici, '' 
program's origination fee. 	 said the federal government notified guarantee agencies 	held back installments for one week but is now distributing 
The half percent increase means GSL requests will be 	about the fee increase Oct. 20. 	 them because their computer devised a way to change the 
less than the expected amount. The debtor who would like 	By the end of the day, almost every lender was contacted 	amounts. But TCF is having another problem getting out 
to borrow $2,500 will only be able to borrow $2,362.50. The 	about the 5 percent-5 1/2 percent change in fee charge. 	loan checks. About 580 students will be affected by a corn- 




     
     
SATURDAY, OCTOBER 31 is that unforgettable terror filled night 
that might be too long. DON'T DARE COME ALONE! YOU JUST 
MIGHT NOT SURVIVE IT. BRING YOUR FRIENDS ALONG, and 
come dressed up for our: 
COSTUME CONTEST. 
FABULOUS PRIZES worth $100 $50, $25 
YOU'LL SIMPLY LOVE OUR WITCHES BREW! 
\&rn a is, 




HOURS: SUN-THURS. 10:30 A.M.-9 P.M. 
FRI AND SAT. 10:30 A.M.- 10 P.M. 
2 FOR 1 PIZZA 
DON'T LET OUR NAME FOOL YOU! 
WE CAN ALSO BAKE PIZZAS AT NO ADDITIONAL 
COST TO YOU. 
CALL AHEAD WE'LL HAVE IT READY 
CHEESE TRAYS 
POP 	I SALADS I 
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City candidates comment on university issues 
Staff Writer 
Five Winona city council seats, two referendums and the 
title of mayor will be decided on Nov. 3 when the polls open 
for city 1 wide elections. 
The rederendums include a 1.5 million bond issue for 
the construction of a swimming pool and a 260,000 bond 
issue for a flood control project to protect the city's West 
End against flooding from Gilmore Creek. 
Eleven candidates will vie for five city of Winona coun-
cil positions and the mayoral race has been shaved to a 
one-on-one struggle. 
Three questions on downtown development and the 
placement of the Health and Applied Science Building were 
asked of each candidate. Their responses are as follows: 
Would you be in favor of developing the downtown 
to cater more to college students? 
Ward 1 candidate Tim Breza: Yes, I am in favor of hav-
ing the downtown more utilized. We (the Council) would 
work as a catalyst for downtown development. 
Ward 1 candidate Don Kottschade: The stores in there 
(the downtown) have to be unique, ones you don't have 
in a mall. 
Ward 2 incumbent Gerry Krage: We have a shortage 
of school housing. The second and third floors (of 
downtown stores) may be ideal. Now that we know we can't 
attract large businesses downtown, we should go for 
smaller shops and student housing. 
Ward 2 Paul Konkel: Apartments would be a good idea 
The plaza could be renovated to better mirror the river 
image 
Ward 3 (including Winona State University) Sandy 
Wyman: I definitely would be in favor of it. There should 
be attempts to bring in shops and eating places. We're 
lacking eating places. Most places are priced out of stu-
dent's budgets. 
Ward 4 incumbent Rod Pellowski: It (taking out the 
mall) might be a key, a start. When they put the mall in 
they eliminated 127 parking spaces. If they leave the street 
plugged up it will hurt more. 
Ward 4 Luke Acord: I believe that if we cater to college 
students we're also catering to the rest of Winona. There's 
nothing wrong with renting empty floors. On the mall: If 
you don't have a plan to bring new business in there we 
just trade a dead mall for a dead street. 
At-Large incumbent Jim Stoltman: On downtown stu-
dent housing If buildings belong to individuals it's their 
choice. I'm sure if it was profitable they would do it. I would 
be happy to work with downtown merchants and the 
Winona State administration. 
At' Large candidate Dieter Mielemonka: Thinks 
upstairs of stores should be utilized. They would be built 
in customers downtown but (the development) should be 
done slowly and with a lot of thought. 
Mayoral candidate Susan Edel favors small speciali-
ty shops for students in the downtown area: We haven't 
really developed the market that possibly could be there. 
The more activity we get the more vitality we have 
downtown and the greater the retail possibilities. Just 
because we haven't done it doesn't mean it can't be done. 
I don't want to lose the spark of enthusiasm (on downtown 
development). Something's got to get going. 
Mayoral candidate Tom Slaggie: I now lean more to 
small shops geared to the student population. It would also 
meet the needs of young people in town. On housing I'm 
not all that certain it (downtown apartments) would be 
economically feasible, but if it was, I would support it. 
Would you be in favor of closing a street on the 
Winona State University campus to accomodate the 
Health and Applied Science Building? 
Breza: I fully support Winona State. I support the needs 
of that school. 
Kottschade: The situation needs to be studied. The 
more input you get, the more solutions you receive on a 
problem. I will do what it takes to keep both sides (com-
munity and university) happy. 
Krage: Yes. 
Konkel: If it was only a street going 
through the college-that would be okay. If residents 
wouldn't want it, it wouldn't be wise for college to push it. 
Wyman: I haven't really looked into it. I don't see any 
problems with it. 
Pellowski: Absolutely. I think eventually Winona State 
will close up all the streets on campus and maintain 
themselves. 
Acord: If they could show me that without closing the 
streets they couldn't build a school, I'd support it. 
Stoltman:I'm for education. I'd be happy to go through 
the campus with the student body and then pass judge-
ment. 
Mielemonka: Citing the fact that he doesn't know the 
specifics of the street closings, he said he could give no 
definite answer, but countered by saying that he "wouldn't 
reject anything out of hand." 
Edel: I'd be willing to look at any options that would 
benefit the university. 
Slaggie: I'm very much strongly in favor of it. I have 
backed the original proposal •arld I will back any plan the 
administration puts forward. 
gotta. 	QUALITY, SERVICE 
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Bucket of Fried 
Chicken with pint 
of Mashed Potatoes & 
Coleslaw Free 
$7.89 









Blending quality with style 
Blending training with product 
Blending service with technical 
Know how 
Blending precision with affordability 
Visit us to find out how pleasant 
the Salon experience 	. 
10%off any sevice or product, 
excluding tanning 
With Valid College I.D. 
•esIgn 	s :est 
279 E 3rd St - \AiinoriA, MN 55987 	507-454-4516 
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No holdings 
in S. Africa 
The insurance rates for the typical college student between the ages 
18 and 25 are notably higher than those of persons over 25 for good 
reason. One of the major ones is that college students are 
Auto insurance costly for students 
Winonan Photo By Lynn Skelton 
stereotyped as being irresponsible and having less experience at 
driving. 
By JULIE FOEGEN 
Editor in Chief 
Out of 100 auto accidents, 80 will 
occur to those in the 25 and under 
age group according to the law of 
averages. 
This is one of the reasons peo-
ple in this age group, typically col-
lege students who want their own 
auto insurance, find auto rates 
higher than other age groups. 
Of the 21 companies that carry 
auto insurance in Winona, 10 were 
called and asked why some of the 
differences in prices occur and 
what type of insurance is needed. 
Dale Boettcher, an agenet for 
Metropolitan Life, 74 W. Fourth St., 
said his company insures a lot of 
college students but can't insure 
anyone with a car that's over nine 
years old. "Our company can't 
write off a car if it's past eight or 
nine years old," he said. 
Metropolitan has requirements 
for those 25 and under who they do 
insure. They must have had in-
surance with or under their parents 
before, must have lived in one 
place for two years or have been  
gainfully employed for two years. 
The employed part is overlooked 
for students Boettcher said. 
Other agencies' requirements 
aren't quite as stringent. "A prefer-
red rate that shows your driving 
record helps," Larry Ebert, an 
agent from American Insurance,  
said. So does having completed a 
defensive driving course. "It 
doesn't help a lot, but it helps," 
Debbie Boyd from The Prudential 
Insurance Company of America, 
Commercial Court Building, said. 
Many of the agencies also said 
that if the parents of the driver are  
insured by the same company, 
rates will be lower. 
"It's much better if we have mom 
and dad insured," said Scott 
Messenger, an agent from Mutual 
Service Insurance Company, 1150 
Gilmore Ave. "That will mean a 
lower base rate." He said rates 
could be cut in half if parents were 
in the same company. 
Tom Wunderlich of Wunderlich 
Insurance Agency, 106 Exchange 
Building, said, "If they had been on 
mom and dad's insurance since 
they were 16, they would have an 
insurance history." If not, rates 
would be substantially higher. 
Those who are married and 
under 25 also have lower rates. 
"Most 21-year-old college students 
go down to the bars on Friday 
night," Daryl Munson, a AAA in-
surance agent said. "If they were 
married a year ago they would pro-
bably go home. Even if they do go 
out they will be more responsible 
about what's going to happen." 
He ' said a 25-year-old single 
See Insurance page 6 
By JACKIE COSTA 
News Editor 
Winona State University and its 
affiliate organizations have pulled 
all their stock from firms operating 
in South Africa. 
One of the university's affiliate 
organizations, the WSU Founda-
tion, formerly held 500 shares of 
stock in Tenneco Inc. The oil corn-
pany didn't necessarily violate the 
Sullivan Principles, but it didn't 
rank high against them either. 
The Sullivan Principles are 
guidelines for equal pay, employ-
ment practices, equal job training, 
desegregation and efforts to im-
prove the quality of life. Com-
panies' compliance with the 
guidelines is based on a Principle 
measured rating system. 
Gary Evans, director of develop-
ment, said, "None of the holdings 
have involvement in South Africa." 
However, he could only speak for 
the WSU Foundation, Alumni 
Society and the Warrior Club. 
He said companies' subsidiaries 
are investigated by an investment 
committee made up of local 
lawyers, bankers and business pro-
fessionals to see if the company 
abides by the Principles or is in-
volved in any other way. 
Winona State's Business 
Manager Jerry Varner said the 
University no longer holds stock in 
Exxon, Mobil and Texaco, all of 
which are signatories to the set 
guidelines and have high rankings. 
He said, currently, he couldn't find 
any type of holdings. 
Evans said most state monies 
are tied up in government obliga-
tions and U.S. utilities. He also 
mentioned response letters from 
companies supporting South 
Africa. "Each letter assured us of 
no activity in South Africa," he 
said. 
Winona State's divestiture 
policy, ratified over a year ago, said 
the university won't hold in-
vestments in firms with business in-
terests in South. Africa that do not 
subscribe to the Sullivan Prin-
ciples, nor would it do business 
with a bank making loans to the 
Republic of South Africa. 
Sample of Winona Insurance Rates 
To compare a few of the prices, a randomly selected test case was 
presented to eight of Winona's insurance agencies. They were asked how 
much 30/60/25 insurance would cost for a 21-year-old, with no violations, 
driving a 1973 Chevrolet Nova. Here are the responses: 
21 -year-old male 	21 -year-old female 
Agency 
	
For six months For six months 
Winona Agency 	$438 
	
$276 
















Metropolitan 	Won't cover if the car is more than eight or nine years old 
Return of retail store welcome 
By CHERYL FUNK and JENNIFER 
MEEHAN 
Staff Writers 
The return of J.C. Penney Company Inc., 1858 Ser-
vice Drive, has not caused fear in the hearts of local 
retailers. In fact, it appears to be a long awaited event. 
Among the major local retailers that may be affected 
by the return are ShopKo, K-Mart, Pamida and 
Woolworth's. 
General consensus among these retailers is that J.C. 
Penney will keep the "shoppers" in Winona and benefit 
the entire community. 
Shopko, 405 Cottonwood Drive, has been an impor-
tant element of Winona's marketplace since its open-
ing in July of 1987. 
Store Manager Jim Redalen, who has been with 
ShopKo for over 10 years, is waiting for J.C. Penney's 
with "open arms." ShopKo has a full line of depart-
ments, including discount optical, and competitive 
prices. 
"Anytime you add variety, even if it's head-to-head 
competition, it's going to benefit the whole communi-
ty," explained Mark Koellner, assistant manager at K-
Mart, 1122 Highway 61. 
Besides offering the typical retail store departments, 
K- Mart offers a home improvement section, a pharmacy 
and a film developing service. 
K-Mart has been in Winona for eight years and has 
seen J.C. Penney come and go. "We are looking for-
ward to it (J.C. Penney's comeback). It's going to be  
competition to a certain degree, but it does give con-
sumers a choice," Koellner said. 
Koellner sees J.C. Penney's apparel division as the 
department that is going to give them the most com-
petition. Strong in-store advertising promotions and 
some local ad promotions are in K-Mart's game plan. 
Pamida, located in the Westgate Shopping Center, 
has been in business in Winona for 18 years. "Pamida 
was the first big discount store in town," stated Mark 
Spengler, manager for Pamida. Spengler was recently 
transferred to a chain store in Cloque, Minn. Henry Joz-
wick from Charles City, Iowa will replace him at the 
Winona store. 
Price ranges at Pamida are guaged at a middle to 
lower income bracket and realistically the J.C. Penney's 
customer and the Pamida customer are not the same. 
"Some of the customers needs may be served by J.C. 
Penney's, but that's because we may not have it," ex-
plained Spengler. 
While Pamida's lawn and garden department is one 
of the largest in town, Pamida also carries the other 
basic departments of a retail store, such as sporting 
goods, automotive, hardware, housewares, appliances 
and electronics. 
See Retail Store page 7 
No longer alone 
Businesses find help at Center 
By JACKIE COSTA 
News Editor 
Local entrepeneurs can do a little marketing research, obtain some 
financial backing, hire up to 500 employees and start up a little family 
business. But, they don't have to do it alone. 
Minnesota's Small Business Development Center at Winona State 
University can help in every aspect of starting a business. 
Tracy Troke-Thompson, director of the center, said it takes less than 
half an hour to set up a small business, but setting up a successful 
business can take months. A business with up to 500 employees con-
stitutes a small business. 
The office informs community business leaders on tactics and 
methodology of small business. "(We help by) subcontracting private 
consultants in the marketing, advertising and management fields," 
Thompson said. "We supplement skills for our clients." 
While Thompson told how easy it is to start a business, she also 
cited the importance of a proper business plan and good management. 
Setting up a business, she said, involves a well thought out finan-
cial plan and a well researched marke(Contacting all available 
resources, she said, is imperative. 
"The majority of people who come to us want to start a business 
but don't know how. Most peOple think we are going to hand them 
a magic kit with a ton of paperwork (inside)." 
Thompson explained, "When a business manager comes to us for 
help and hasn't done the book work for three months the workload 
becomes too heavy. The easiest thing to let slide is the paper work. 





Get it right 
To the Editor: 
This letter is in response to 
Jackie Costa's Oct. 14 Winonan 
article entitled, "Lack of nurses 
due to low wages." The article's 
title, as well as the article's con-
tent, is misleading. In addition, we 
were inaccurately quoted and 
statements were taken out of 
context. 
The shortage of nurses is due 
to many factors, one of which is 
salary. Some of the other factors 
include competing professions 
such as law and medicine which 
are recruiting bright' female 
students, and the decrease in 
18-year-old female students 
graduating from high school. The 
statement, "of 40 thousand 
registered nurses, only 22 thou-
sand are working," is inaccurate. 
According to a Minnesota State 
Board of Nursing spokesperson, 
"at the end of June, 1987, there 
were 44,069 regtistered nurses 
holding current registration in 
Minnesota." The spokesperson 
for the Board stated it was likely 
22 thousand are working part- 
time, which is very different from 
"only 22 thousand are working." 
The beginning salary for bac-
calaureate graduates is very 
respectable and compares well 
with the beginning salaries for 
baccalaureate nursing graduates 
at Mayo Medical Center, which is 
$24,000. Long-term salary is a 
problem, and that is being ad-
dressed nation-wide, as are 
benefits. 
The Sept. 14 edition of ABC-TV 
Nightline did not attribute the 
shortage to the items mentioned 
in the article. One of a number of 
persons interviewed made the 
statements identified by Ms. 
Costa. National nursing leaders 
from The American Nurses 
Association and the National 
League for Nursing who were also 
on Nightline were not quoted or 
identified in the Winonan article. 
The future of nursing depends 
on attracting the brightest and 
most caring of individuals to this 
service profession. Please get the 
facts correct before publishing in-
accurate statements. 
In essence, the bottom line is 
the question, "Who do you want 
to care for you in the emergency 
room, the recovery room, or an in-
tensive care unit?" The answer, 






Dean, College of Nursing and 
Health Sciences 
Editor's Note: Results of a 
statewide survey show the shor-
tage of nurses is mainly due to 
low pay and mediocre benefits. 
The Winonan checked back with 
Diane Hiemez Amer, the Min-
nesota Nursing Association public 
relations specialist, who again 
verified the facts. Winona State 
University's nursing program is 
one of the finest. However, 
statistics confirmed by the Nurs-
ing Association show that of the 
40,000 registered nurses, only 
22,000 are working 
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Editor in Chief 




Chuck Frederick  
Sports Editor 
Freedom is the issue 
Administrators at Winona State University have short memories 
but quick reflexes. 
On Friday, President Thomas F. Stark issued a draft proposal 
to regulate demonstrations, protests and gatherings. He stressed 
that it was only a draft and that he wanted students' opinions on it. 
There seems to have been a lapse of memory here. 
A similar draft was issued last year and was properly squelched 
by students justifiably concerned with their basic First Amendment 
rights of freedom of speech and the right to peaceably assemble. 
Perhaps the thinking from on high was that it's a new year and 
student's will now accept having administrators determine if 
demonstrators are too noisy or where protestors should be able 
to meet. 
The present draft "requested" that the vice president of student 
affairs be notified 24 hours prior to the activity and that the event 
would take place at a campus location where minimal disruption 
would occur to professors, staff members and students. 
Request is a curious word. It's half-way between, "yes you must, 
even though we want it to be your decision," and "well you could 
get along without doing that if you really think that's best." 
It seems too easy for "requests" to lean toward the former. Then 
demonstrations, protests and gatherings would be subject to cen-
sorship and prime territory for their location would probably be 
behind the maintenance building. 
Thankfully none of these horrors will occur, yet. 
President Stark withdrew the draft on Monday. 
How many times are these draft forms going to appear before 
it becomes apparent that regulations on these activities is not 
wanted or needed? 
The need is definitely not there. This university is so apathetic 
there are very few who would even consider staging a demonstra-
tion or gathering, let alone a protest. A sad commentary on an in-
stitution supposedly promulgating new ideas and encouraging the 
free flow of discussion and thoughts. 
The closest - this campus gets to open expression is the once a 
year evangalist who demonstrates. Nothing is hurt by this. If 
anything it makes students literally aware of another point of view 
and other issues. Why would a university want to discourage that? 
Is a draft form going to appear once a year in wait of a future 
group of students unaware of the danger of such a regulation? Let 
us hope the day never comes when such a group appears at 
Winona State University. Let us hope this is the end of the ad-
ministrative quest to steal our First Amendment freedoms. 
Franchise fee wrong 
Beginning next year, those who get an electric bill in Winona will 
see a slight increase in their bills from Northern States Power Com-
pany. The increase comes compliments of the Winona City Coun-
cil, which recently decided to increase the franchise fee NSP pays 
the city. , 
In an effort to raise revenues without a substantial increase in 
the property tax, the council voted to raise the franchise fee from 
1 1/2 percent to 4 percent of the money NSP collects from its 
customers. NSP, in turn, will pass the increase along to customers 
on their monthly bills. 
We're opposed to this move for several reasons. First, although 
the increase will not be significant for most of those living off-
campus, any increase in bills for students who now have difficulty 
making ends meet is a hardship. The same holds true for many 
senior citizens on fixed incomes. 
The increase is also a back door approach to raising taxes. Rather 
than the increased cost of city operations showing up on the tax 
bills of property owners, the increase will appear on NSP bills. The 
move in effect makes the utility a tax collector and directs criticism 
away from city officials. NSP was able to negate some of that 
criticism by strongly opposing the increase thus publicizing the 
fact that the increase is the city's and not theirs. 
City officials also say that with the franchise fee they are able 
to get money from tax exempt properties such as schools and chur-
ches. The problem with this argument is public institutions like 
Winona State University and School District 861 survive with tax 
monies and any increase in their electric bills will have to come 
from state and local taxes. Additional costs at Winona State are 
monies that could be better spent elsewhere on campus and also 
tend to show up as increases on our tuition bills. 
We can't argue with the city's need for more money in their 
budget, but they should raise those revenues through conventional 
channels rather than having NSP collect taxes for them and rather 




Peace plan OK 
To the Editor: 
Alan Petersen's commentary 
(Oct. 21, 1987) stating his belief 
that Costa Rican President Oscar 
Arias Sanchez should not have 
received the Nobel Peace Prize 
for his Central American Peace 
Plan, accurately reflects the 
beliefs of the head Contra himself; 
our own President Ronald 
Reagan. Mr. Petersen states that 
the peace plan is "like giving the 
fox a chance to guard the hens 
while the farmer puts his gun 
away forever." In his analogy, 
however, the "gun" is the Con-
tras while the "farmer" is 
Reagan. 
Unfortunately, Farmer Reagan 
has no intention of putting the 
gun-happy Contras out to 
pasture. He is asking Congress 
for $270 million more. This would 
seriously undermine the Central 
American Peace Plan. 
The tragic part of this saga is 
that Reagan's Contras have been 
shooting the hens to save them 
from the alleged "foxes." 
The Contras have murdered 
over 10,000 Nicaraguans, most-
ly civilians. The question, "Are the 
Sandinistas 'foxes' or a 
democratically elected govern-
ment under seige?" 
I tend to believe the latter. A 
more important question Mr. 
Petersen is what right does the 
United States have to play 
"farmer" in Central America? 
Costa Rica's unique situation in 
Central America includes a stable 
democracy and no standing army 
since 1948, though the first arm-
ed forces are beginning to appear 
due to pressure from the Reagan 
Administration. Three cheers for 
President Arias Sanchez for con-
tinuing the Costa Rican tradition 
with a peace plan that allows Cen-
tral Americans to decide their own 
future. 
Hopefully, Congress will reject 
Reagan's newest request for aid 
for the the Contras and the cur-
tain will fall on the actor presiden-
cy. By the middle of the next 
school year I may well be writing 
a commentary praising President 
Jesse 	Jackson 	for 	his 
humanitarian policy of rebuilding 
the Nicaraguan health clinics and 
day care centers devastated in 
the days when "Farmer" 
Reagan's Contras were in the 
Nicaraguan hen house. 
Sincerely, 
Scott Okeson Smedberg 
Education Major 
Twins togetherness 
We've had the worst of times, and now we have the best. You 
don't have to be a sports' fan or a Minnesota Twins' backer to 
understand what happened at the Metrodome in Minneapolis Sun-
day night. 
What happened was more than just a baseball game and more 
than just the World Series. When the last out of the season was 
called, Minnesotans everywhere became one individual, and maybe 
the happiest individual the world has ever seen. 
Being from Minnesota has long carried the stigma of "second 
best," a stigma gained by watching the Vikings lose Superbowl 
after Superbowl, and seeing presidential candidates pack their bags 
and head home after losses at the polls. 
But the stigma is gone now, thanks to a bunch of grown men 
in pinstripes playing their hearts out for all of us. And thanks to 
television and radio, we all dropped the mantle of losers 
simultaneously Sunday night, in what must have been the "sigh 
heard 'round the world." 
Whether you were cheering at home with friends and family, 
gathered in a TV lounge, screaming at your favorite tavern or huddl-
ed around a radio at work, you had to feel a weight fall off your 
shoulders when the Twins became world champions. 
Now I realize that we aren't all baseball fans. Some of you may 
have jumped on the bandwagon when the team started winning 
playoff games, and some of you may have remained indifferent 
through the entire Series, but I'll bet you had to smile when the 
boys made us all champions on Sunday. 
You've heard this is a pretty complex world and the more we grap-
ple with individual problems, the more difficult it becomes to feel 
a sense of community with our fellow citizens. 
Even here on campus, where many of our goals and hardships 
are the same, we can easily get lost in our world and forget the 
troubles of those around us. 
That's one thing guys with names like 'Kirby and Herbie' have 
given us, if even for only a short time. They reminded us that we're 
all part of a larger world, and even though our concerns and in-
terests vary, for one long week we all had something in common 
- OUR Twins were in the World Series. 
They didn't have to win to give us that feeling of togetherness. 
Just the fact they were there and the attention of all Minnesotans 
was focused on the boys of summer was enough. 
The fact they won just makes the entire week even sweeter. 
Now natives of this state, and those of you staying here for your 
education, can feel a sense of pride knowing you've been a part 
of the Twins' miracle season. Natives from Maine to Mississippi, 
from Tallahassee to Walla Walla can hold their heads high and say, 
"I'm from Minnesota." 
I know the world championship of baseball can't compare with 
finding world peace or feeding the hungry, but it can make us feel 
a bit better about ourselves, remind us that we're in this crazy, mix-
ed up world together. 
Thanks guys. 
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Motorists need more consideration for hoofers 
A COMMENTARY by TISHA HARMS 
Everyday, hundreds of Winona State University students 
face a potentially life-threatening situation. 
I'm not referring to asbestos fibers in insulation or PCB's 
or even contaminated drinking water. I'm talking about be-
ing plowed down by a crazed motorist who doesn't seem 
to realize that white lines on the pavement designate a 
pedestrian crosswalk. 
A pedestrian in a pedestrian crosswalk has the right of 
way, and motorists are supposed to heed that right by 
slowing down sufficiently to let pedestrians in the 
crosswalk make it safely across the street, according to 
Minnesota State Law. 
Other states have similar laws, and from visiting those 
states and talking to others I'm under the impression that 
Minnesota motorists are among a select few that don't take 
the law seriously. 
In Oregon, for instance, I was paranoid about crossing 
the street for fear of a quickly approaching car hitting me. 
My aunt asked me what I was waiting for and proceeded 
to walk across the street without batting an eye. To my 
amazement, the car stopped and the driver calmly waited, 
with a smile on his face, for us to make it across the street. 
My aunt obviously took it for granted that the car would 
stop. How nice it would be if Minnesota and Winona 
motorists were so conscious of the law. 
If you've ever waited five minutes to cross the street, 
then have ran for your life to make it so somebody wouldn't 
run you over and been the recipient of a well pointed mid-
dle finger and some mouthed form of profanity you can 
guess to mean, "You blankety-blank idiot college student, 
you should know better than to try to cross the street when 
my powerful piece of executive machinery is coming down 
the road," you might understand what I mean by 
pedestrians wanting some consideration. 
I'm not suggesting that college students or other 
pedestrians blindly jump into the street and expect 
motorists to slam on their brakes to let them pass. 
I know with all the people hoofing it in the area, a 
motorist could wait a long time for every single person to 
make it across the street if there was a steady stream of 
pedestrians crossing at one time. 
But I don't think it's fair for college students to fear for 
their lives every time they cross the street. And it isn't right 
that pedestrians should be made to feel like criminals for 
making some speed demon slow down to 20 mph instead 
of 45 or 50 mph. 
Pedestrians and motorists need to be aware of one 
another. And motorists need to have more consideration 
of the law and of the basic human right to live without un-
due fear of dying under the wheels of a car or truck. 
Employment Interviews 
on Campus 
Seniors who wish to interview 
must indicate so by placing their 
name on the sign-up sheet provid-
ed in the placement office. Students 
may begin signing up for a respec-
tive interview two weeks prior to 
the actual interview date. 
Famous Footwear 
Is looking for a retail manage-
ment trainee. All majors may app-
ly. A representative will be in the 
placement office on Nov. 5 from 
10 a.m. to 4 p.m. 
Federated Insurance 
Is looking for sales trainees from 
all majors A representative will be 
in the placement office on Nov. 3 
from 9 a.m. fo 3 p.m. 
Around Campus  
Newman Halloween 
A Halloween party will be held 
Oct. 30 from 7 to 9:30 p.m. at the 
Newman Student Center, 475 Huff 
St. There will also be a communion 
service in the Newman Chapel on 
Nov. 2 at 4 p.m. and a community 
planning meeting at 8 p.m. on Nov. 
4. 
All are welcome. 
Cookie Sale 
Come and get delicious Hallo-
ween cookies on sale in the Smaug. 
October 29, from 9 a.m. to 1 p.m. 
Sponsored by the Early Childhood 
Club. 
Grievance Committee 
Applications for Grievance 
Committee are now available in the 
Student Senate Office. Open 
until November 4. 
Greyhound pick-up 
The 3 p.m. Greyhound bus to 
the Twin Cities will pick up 
students in front of Kryzsko Com-
mons on Fridays at 2:30 p.m. 
Wels Lutheran Campus 
Ministry 
Tuesday - Gym night at St. Mat-
thew's Lutheran Church. Basket-
ball and/or volleyball. 
Wednesdays - Religious Informa-
tion Class from 4 to 5 p.m., Star-
ting Oct. 28 in the Kryzsko Com-
mons, Conference Room 3. Learn 
the basics of Christianity, as taught 




SPRING AND SUMMER-1988 
for $19 a day. 
International studies on a local budget. 
Too many students still think that studying overseas is a wallet 
whopping idea.It doesn't need to be. The Center for International 
Studies at St.Cloud State University has provided affordable international 
living experiences for more than 2,500 students in the past 13 
years. You can join that group, and pay about the same for 
six months overseas as you do on campus. To make things even 
easier, payment plans are available. 
You can use your financial aid program. You need not be fluent 
in a foreign language for several of the programs. You can do it! 
A travel and study adventure. 
Experience history and greet the Spring in Europe. 
SELECT DENMARK 
Celebrate the fourth of July in Denmark 
as part of a unique friendship bond the 
Danish have with the American people. 
Listen to the Queen of Denmark and 
join the thousands of Americans who 
.visit this beautiful country. 
CHOOSE ENGLAND 
Attend the Alnwick Fair. Enjoy the 
numerous opportunities to explore and 
celebrate the rich English History and 
tradition. 
Application deadline is December 1, 1987.Contact the Center for International 
Studies, 116 Administrative Sevices Building, St.Cloud,MN 
56301, or call (612)255-4287 
St.Cloud State University 
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Insurance 
Continued from page 3 
male will have the same rate as an
18-year-old married female. 
Similarly, a 30-year-old male's in-
surance rate will equal that of a 
25-year-old male. 
Females also have substantially 
lower rates simply because 
statistics prove that they are better 
drivers. However, Wunderlich said 
several companies are doing away 
with that. 
Violations would also cause in-
creased beginning rates and would 
increase present rates from 10 to 
75 percent, depending on the in-
surance agency. At Metropolitan, 
the entire insurance policy would 
have to be redone and an increase 
figured out. 
Wunderlich said at his agency, 
they would increase insurance by  
10 percent for violations. 
"And if you have alcohol viola-
tions, you're crucified," 
Wunderlich said. 
"I could give limousine service 
to and from work to some of these 
young adult drivers and it would be 
cheaper than having them drive 
their cars," Wunderlich said. 
All agencies said at least a 50 
percent mark up would occur if a 
driver was arrested for DWI. 
In Minnesota all drivers must be 
covered for liability. This means 
that if car number one collides with 
car number two the driver of the 
first car must be insured so that the 
driver of car number two can be 
reimbursed for property damages. 
The basic coverage in Minnesota 
calls for at least a $10,000 
coverage. "But (under this 
coverage) if you run into my 
$22,000 1987 Cadillac, and now  
it's dead, you will have to pay the 
extra $12,000," Munson said. 
All the agencies talked to recom-
mended drivers carry a liability of 
at least $25,000. "There aren't too 
many cars out there that cost more 
than $25,000," Messenger said. At 
MSI, the difference in price bet-
ween $10,000 and $25,000 
coverage was only $2. It's only $1 
more at American, Ebert said. 
Minnesota also requires drivers 
to carry personal injury protection. 
Driver's must have at least $30,000 
of coverage to pay for any in-
dividual's injuries and $60,000 to 
pay for injuries to more than one 
person. 
"Insurance is just a big bunch of 
statistics," Munson said. "You 
throw 1,000 people up against the 
wall and so many of them will have 
accidents." 
Fees 
Continued from page 1 
puter hassel. This problem is 
separate from origination fee hold 
up. 
According to an explanation by 
the Minnesota Legislature, to help 
cover the loan's interest costs to 
the federal government, students 
must pay a fee to the lender, which 
is deducted from- the loan amount. 
This is the origination fee. 
"The government pays interest 
on GSLs while the student is in 
school and until the student begins 
repayment," the written explana-
tion said. In most cases students 
begin repaying the loan six months 
after leaving school and has 10 
years to complete the pay back. At 
least $600 per year must be 
repayed. 
Business 
Continued from page 3 
It's a lot easier working for so-
meone else." 
Thompson also helps set up 
businesses in eight surrounding 
counties. Since Winona is the 
home of the regional development 
center, it works with two satellite 
centers located in Red Wing and 
Rochester, Minn. These facilities 
give input to the center at Winona 
State. 
All of the center's work is con-
fidential, but Thompson could 
generalize on one example of a 
business the office helped. She 
"No one knew this was going to 
happen," Maul said. "We had no 
indication and we've been refering 
people to their congressmen." 
Bob Lietzau, Winona State finan-
cial aid director, said the fee in-
crease is a result of President 
Reagan signing a resolution in ear-
ly October reinstating a budget 
balancing law. The Gramm-
Rudman-Hollings Act requires 
manditory reductions in student 
aid. Cuts are achieved by increas-
ing the origination fee. 
According to Maul, individuals 
who processed and picked up 
checks before Oct. 20 are in the 
clear. Only those who are to 
receive the first disbursement will 
pay the new 5 1/2 percent origination 
fee. 
said a local businesswoman 
couldn't obtain the financial back-
ing she needed. Her loan requests 
were turned down by the Small 
Business Administration and local 
banks so Thompson stepped in 
and was able to negotiate a loan 
from a nearby bank. 
The Small Business Develop-
ment Center is located in 101 
Somsen Hall. Currently it is plann-
ing to host a seminar for local 
businesses regarding hazardous 
waste management from 1:30-3:30 
p.m., Nov. 9 in the Purple Rooms 
of Kryzsko-Commons. Programs to 
help area businesses are planned 
for about once a month. 
HALLOWEEN 
PARTY 
FRIDAY OCTOBER 30th 
- Audience judged costume 
contest 
- Prizes awarded 
- Free popcorn 
- Semi- conscious D.J. 
- Dance to the best music 
in town. 
COME JOIN THE 
FUN!! 
9:00 P.M. - MIDNIGHT 
In The Smaug 
J 	, 	 • „*.,* 	• • PV 
CALL THE STORE NEAREST 
YOU FOR DETAILS 
CALL US: 
454-6700 






.8..,411177_111  Irz.13L 
Only $7 95 _ (Tax not included.) A 
double delightful combination! Two 12" 
cheese pizzas Extra toppings just $1.25 
each for both pizzas. 
Expires 12 / 31 / 87 
Just ask for THE DOUBLE DELIGHT! 
THE 
DOUBLE DAllLER 
Only 5Rg PS _ .__(Tax not included) A 
sure way to dazzle your lastebuds! One 
16"cheese pizza plus one 12" cheese pizza. 
Extra toppings just $2.00 each for both pizzas. 
Expires 12 / 31 / 87 
Just ask for THE DOUBLE DAZZLER! 
THERE ARE TWO SIDES TO 
BECOMING A NURSE IN THE ARMY. 
ARMY NURSE CORPS. BE  ALLYOU CAN BE. 
And they're both repre-
sented by the insignia you wear 
as a member of the Army Nurse 
Corps. The caduceus on the left 
means you're part of a health care 
system in which educational and 
career advancement are the rule, 
not the exception. The gold bar 
on the right means you command respect as an Army officer. If you're 
earning a BSN, write: Army Nurse Opportunities, P.O. Box 7713, 




Traveling Fun Show 
will be here soon! 
"If you miss this show 
your friends will drive you crazy 
telling you about it." 
THURSDAY, NOVEMBER 12th 9:30 p.m. 
Lourdes Hall Dining Room 
"41044\,. COLLEGE of 	 $3.00 Advance Purchase iii' ...40;•0-7) SAINT TERESA 	$5.00 At the door Tickets available at 
CST Bookstore 
CST College Center 
WINONA, MINNESOTA 55987 
(307) 454-2930 
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Retail Store— 
Continued from page 3 
While J.C. Penney's, ShopKo, K-
Mart and Pamida are located on or 
near Highway 61, Woolworth's is 
based in the heart of downtown 
Winona at 62 E. Third St. "I wish 
they (J.C. Penney's) were moving 
down here because downtown is 
losing a lot of its business," said 
Woolworth's Manager 'Greg 
Tramp. 
Being located downtown attracts 
customers from the downtown 
area, especially some of the senior 
citizens that live within blocks of 
the store. 
However, college students do 
not shop as much downtown, so 
the campus life doesn't affect 
Woolworth as much as the other 
stores along Highway 61. Tramp 
does not see J.C. Penney's as 
competition but as a break for the 
community. 
"Hopefully with ShopKo and J.C. 
Penney, shoppers will stay in town 
during the Christmas season," 
Tramp said. 
With J.C. Penney's and ShopKo 
both directing their sales to the 
same target areas, such as middle 
to higher income families and col-
lege students, they should comple-
ment each other well, giving con-
sumers a variety of choices. 
K-Mart, Pamida and Woolworth's 
all share the basic target area of 
discount stores by catering to the 
middle to lower income sector. 
Price range between the already 
located stores is very close. The 
consumer will find that with price 
checking. Consumers will have to 
check J.C. Penney's prites when 
it opens Nov. 1. 
General attitudes, both of the 
community and the of local 
businesses, are very promising 
towards the return of J.C. Penney's 
to the Winona area. All of the stores 
are looking at it as a possible solu-
tion to keeping shoppers in the city. 
HAPPY 
HALLOWEEN 
WE HAVE DISCOUNTS OF UP TO 20*/, 
ON LARGE ORDERS, SO INVITE 
DOMINO'S PIZZA TO YOUR 
HALLOWEEN PARTY. 
One coupon per order. Not valid with any other coupon or offer. At participating locations only. 
......... 	 .......... ••,,• 	••• 	 •-•  
Pumpkins Galore 
Big, small, fat and tall, whatever your preference, 
the Great Pumpkin Patch atop Stockton Hill, Box 
65A RR 1, offers the largest pumpkin selection in 
Winona County this Halloween season. Stockton 
Winonan Photo By Lynn Skelton 
Hill is past St. Mary's College on Interstate 
Highway 14. Besides pumpkins, they have 
miniature as well as regular size Indian corn, 
gords and squash. 
Joel receives the good luck signal from teammate Chad Angel before the race. 
	 Winonan Photo By Bill Meliville 
Winonan Photo By Kirk Fratzke 





Joel and Moorhead runner Greg Zahalka fight for position at the beginnin 





Two plus two 
ference cross cc 
After two year 
cond in the NIL 
Joel, a transfe 
three things infli 
track program, a 
dation from his f 
Joel's high sch 
The good luc 
Winonan Photo By Kirk Fratzke stands guard over a pair of shoes. 
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lgeon is second to none at N IC 
EXT by BILL MELVILLE and 
gers 
d success for Joel Dudgeon, Saturday at the Northern Intercollegiate Con-
meet at St. Mary's College. 
npetition in college cross country, the Lucan, Minn., sophomore placed se-
varsity race with a time 26:29 over the 8,000 meter course. 
int from Southwest State University, majoring in elementary education said 
his decision to come here. These included Southwest State dropping its 
the Winona area for the conference meet two years ago, and a recommen-
Southwest State coach to the Winona State cross country program. 
.n't offer a cross country program. Instead he played football. He didn't begin 
participating in cross country until his freshman year at Southwest State. "I feel like I'm still learn-
ing the sport," Joel said. 
Joel was not able to run his first cross country season here because of eligibility conflicts caused 
by his transfer. 
Instead he spent last fall doing the only two things he could, training with the team and com-
peting in open races. Joel said this helped him mature as a runner and increased his ability to com-
pete on a higher level. 
Despite his inexperience, Joel managed to lead the field for four of the five miles of his second 
conference championship race. Even though he came in second, Joel was extremely pleased with 
his performance as well as the performance of the team as a whole. The key to his success all 
year has been staying relaxed while running he said. 
Joel said he felt no pressure to do well as an individual, only to perform his best for the good 
of the team. The team did perform well placing third overall in NIC competition. 
le race. 
Winonan Photo By Kirk Fratzke Winonan Photo By Kirk Fratzke 
Joel and Moorhead runner Roger Tlelen lead the front pack at the 2 1/2 mile mark. 
Stormy, a Lutheran Campus Center clown, hugs 
a child at the Trinity Center, Spring Grove, Minn., 
Friday afternoon. This clown group is similar to 
Winonan Photo By Sarah Tews 
the one beginning at the Newman Center. Stormy 
doubles as Linda K. Radtke, a junior organizational 
communications major at Winona State . 
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Newman Center tries clowning around 
By MARA HOFFMAN 
Copy Editor 
Clowning around is now normal 
business at the Newman Center. 
Carol Wallin, campus ministry in-
tern, is organizing and directing a 
clown ministry at the Newman 
Center. Her purpose is to bring 
greater faith and fellowship to the 
community. 
Wallin, a senior pastoral ministry 
major at the College of St. 
Benedict, St. Joseph, Minn., came 
to Winona this fall with the clown 
ministry foremost on her mind. It 
was an integral part of the learning 
design she submitted for con-
sideration in the internship 
program. 
Wallin said her job involves a "lit-
tle bit of everything." She acts as 
an outreach source for students on 
and off campus,   
works on the 
various commit-
tees, programs and 
activities sponsored 
by the center, at-
tends the center's 
peer groups, 
liturgies and Bible 
studies, and is responsible for the 
organization of the clown ministry. 
"It's not a 9 to 5 job," Wallin 
said. The unstructured feel she 
gets as a campus ministry intern is 
one of the things she likes about 
her position. Another is the per-
sonal contact it provides. "It's a 
time to be with people, learn their 
needs and relate them to your own. 
I'm very much a people person." 
Clowning has always been an 
important part of Wallin's life. After 
seven years experience, both in 
high school and at St. Benedict, 
Wallin didn't want to lose touch 
when she came to Winona. 
"To me clowning is a new and 
creative way of sharing the love of 
Christ with others," said Wallin. 
"It's a time I can truly be present 
with God." 
Christian clowning involves the 
same white-face paint and colorful 
costumes associated with circus 
clowns, but the goal of the presen-
tations is much different. 
"We're not out for laughs or ap-
plause," said Wallin. The clown 
ministry takes parables, gospel 
readings and modern issues, often 
controversial themes, dealing with 
social injustice and world peace, 
and acts them out using music, 
dance, imagery, pantomime and a 
few props. 
Christian clowns are silent when 
they perform, it's the story or truth 
they want to get across, not 
themselves. 
According to Wallin, clowns and 
clown troops visit hospitals and 
nursing homes and give presenta-
tions sponsored by church 
organizations and other groups. 
They also participate in their 
group's worship services and 
activites. 
Wallin hopes to get the clown 
ministry involved in other activities 
as well. Although they haven't 
been officially asked, the Newman 
Center's clown ministry will pro-




on Nov. 15. 
As far as long-
range goals are 
concerned, Wallin 
would like the 
clown ministry to do 
something to promote OxFam, an 
international fasting day coming up 
in February. Although the day of 
fasting is observed by some 
students at Winona State Univer-
sity, Wallin hopes skits presented 
during meal times in the cafeteria 
will prompt even greater participa-
tion or at least draw attention to the 
problem of world hunger. 
A lenten project on campus, 
perhaps a dramatization of the Sta-
tions of the Cross, is another 
possibility for the clown ministry. 
According to Wallin, the concept 
of Christian clowning is a relative-
ly new one in the church, begun in 
the early 70s by Floyd Shaffer, a 
Lutheran minister and famous 
Christian clown. 
It has yet to gain complete ac-
ceptance, but Wallin feels that 
clowning is a uniquely appropriate 
vehicle for revealing Christ's 
message. 
She points out that the clown is 
a figure used to being ridiculed, 
laughed at and shunned by socie- 
See Clowning page 11 
"To me clowning is a new 
and creative way of shar-
ing the love of Christ with 
others." 
-Wallin 
• Commuting takes dedication,flexibilityfor some 
By MARY JOHNSON 
Variety Editor 
The 700 miles a week Cathy 
Cain drives or rides to attend 
Winona State University are usual-
ly put to good use. 
"Sometimes we study for a test 
or review daily assignments, but 
usually it's emotional support 
time," said Cain. "We hold each 
other together and try to help solve 
some of those everyday scheduling 
problems." 
Cain is part of a car pool that 
travels to Winona from Austin, 
Minn., and the surrounding small 
towns, five days a week. When 
Cain transferred to Winona State in 
the fall of 1986, the car pool was 
five people in one car who traded 
driving on a daily basis. Now the 
group consists of three vehicles, 
each leaving at a different time. 
"That helps at times, when an in-
structor is sick, or there's a family 
crisis that needs attention," said 
Cain with a smile. 
"But sometimes, it works the 
other way too, and we stay late to  
wait for someone. At least with the 
three cars we have more options." 
Cain, an education major, hasn't 
had an easy time at Winona State. 
First there were the scheduling pro-
blems with classes, and then the 
long wait for funding. Those are 
major problems because Cain is 
married and has children. 
"I never want my children to suf-
fer for my education, and I guess 
they have somewhat, not just finan-
cially, but emotionally too. We don't 
get to spend too much time 
together," said Cain. "What time 
we do have, has to be quality 
time." 
Cain, who has a bachelor's 
degree in art and sociology from 
Mankato State University, is now 
working on a degree in elementary 
education at Winona State. 
She taught school first in Austin, 
Minn., and later after moving to 
Orange, Calif. Her family then mov-
ed to eastern Montana and Cain's 
desire to return to college had to be 
shelved until they moved back to 
southern Minn. in 1984. 
"I went back to college because 
it was something I always wanted 
to do," said Cain. 
The commuters in Cain's car 
pool share a lot of the same 
feelings. 
Brad Swenson, another non-
traditional student who juggles 
classes with parenting and a posi-
tion on the Austin City Council, 
said, "You usually spend more 
time with the commuters than with 
your family." 
Swenson agrees, however, the 
emotional support from the other 
commuters is invaluable, it's the 
time that causes problems. "My 
time has become more valuable 
than ever before, with family, city 
council meetings, homework, I feel 
the 60 to 90 minutes spent on the 
road is a waste. For me, the price 
tag is high." 
Julie Small, a recent transfer stu-
dent from Austin Community Col-
lege and a commuter in the same 
car pool, is happy with all the emo-
tional support she gets but feels 
commuters need special attention. 
Cathy Cain 
"Commuters should have a few 
special privileges. We sho -uld 
register first because we have to 
work around car pool," said Small. 
"After all, they want us to come 
here and then the scheduling 
makes the day almost impossible." 
Cain disagrees with that, she 
doesn't think commuters should  
receive special privileges. 
"We need understanding from 
the instructors, but not special 
privileges." 
Cain, who appears to be a 
naturally cheerful person, has felt 
the pinch created by a required 
evening class. She and fellow corn-
muter Sheila Donahue, have 
stayed in Winona on Monday 
nights since the beginning of fall 
quarter. They felt it would be too 
physically draining to drive after 
spending a long day in classes. It 
also gives them additional study 
time together. 
"We actually look forward to 
staying with friends on Mondays. 
It's time we can devote to 
ourselves." 
Cain's Monday night hosts, both 
non-traditional students, enjoy the 
company too, they believe it's 
mutually benefitting. 
Cain doesn't think the additional 
strain of commuting will make her 
a better teacher, but it will certain-
ly add determination to her spirit. 
Shukri Eikhatib 
PUTAN END TOYOUR 
DEADLY HAM 














The Following Service 
< 1% 
 is FREE with your 
$6.00 HAIRCUT 
Shampoo & Conditioner 
$2.50 VALUE 
With Coupon Only. NOT VALID 
WITH OTHER OFFERS. VALID 
Mon- Thurs ONLY. OFFER 
EXPIRES 10/31/87 AH 
1 7.95 ZoTos PERM 
APPOINTMENTS 
RECOMMENDED 
With Coupon Only. NOT VALID 
WITH OTHER OFFERS. LONG 
HAIR & SPECIALTY PERMS 
SLIGHTLY HIGHER. OFFER 
EXPIRES 10/31/87 Al 
HAALY KARCARE 
WILY KAP CM1F 94K .L 
1211111Wiiimierraisig•-=iatr 
St. Martin's Lutheran 
328 E. Broadway 
Office 452-6928 
Saturday services 5:30 p.m. 
Sunday 8 . 00 a.m. & 10:30 a.m. 
Adult Education Hour 9:15 
Pastor Ronald Dommer 
Pastor Michael Fox 
COUNSELING AVAILABLE 
LC — MS Congregation 
CINE 4 2nd & Main 452-4172 
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4th 	  FATAL 
in) 	Michael Douglas Glenn Close} 
Be a NANNY 
* Seaside Connecticut towns 
near New York City 
*Great salary & benefits airfare 
provided 
* Choose from warm, loving 
families pre-screened by us 
* Year round positions 
* Must enjoy working with 
children 
Care for Kids, inc. 






tikOe • 	 ll'Ors 
.; 	• 
,e,14 •• • ••• 
Aranted:Campus 
representative 
to market our low cost, high 
quality Daytona Beach 
Spring Break trip. Earn 
extra money and free trips 
while gaining valuable 
business experience. 
Call Kurt today at 
1-800-588-3002  
JOIN our NANNY NETWORK 
of over 600 placed by us in the 
Northeast. One year working with 
kids in exchange for salaries up 
to $250,wk., room and board, 
airfare and benefits. We offer the 
BEST CHOICES in families and 
location.'Contact HELPING 
HANDS, INC. at 1-800-544-NANI 
for brochure and application. 
Featured on NBC's TODAY SHOW 
and in Oct. 1987 WORKING 
MOTHER magazine as nationally 
recognized leader in Nanny 
placement. Established in 1984. 
Laundromat Savings 
.50 
Double Load Washers 
.10 and .25 
Fast Energy Efficient Dryers 
Dutchman's 
450 E. 7th & Laird 
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Elkhatib: American degree is 
ty. Wallin believes this experience 
gives the clown greater sympathy 
for the mocked and ill-treated and 
the ability to more easily reveal his 
true self. 
"In some ways I think it (clown-
ing) brings out the real you, the you 
behind the shell, the you never 
seen by other people," Wallin said. 
"The challenge for all Christian 
clowns is to become the real self 
demonstrated as a clown, but 
without the makeup." 
Although the number of prospec-
tive clowns is small, Wallin isn't 
discouraged. 
"It's good to start small and grow 
big. The more people who become 
familiar with it, the more that will 
have the desire to join," Wallin 
said. "The ministry will grow." 
Wallin also hopes to cooperate 
with Lutheran Campus Center's 
and United Campus Ministry's 
clown groups on campus. 
"After all," said Wallin, "we are 
all doing this for the_same reason." 
By JILL FARRAND 
Staff writer 
The General 
Union of Palestine 
Students, a social 
group started this 
year by 14 Palesti-
nians, has a 
message for all 
those at Winona 
State University. 




wants students to 
know the facts 
about the 
Palestine war as it 
continues today 
and is undertaking 
projects to spread 
that message. 
Shukri Elkhatib, 
Union president, said the problem 
lies in the turmoil that has shroud-
ed his country since Israel's oc-
cupation began in 1948. The 
violence, he said, increased steadi- 
ly until war broke out 
between Israel and Palestine in 
1972. 
The war has bassy was wary of giving them a 
escalated and visa and seemed to make the 
now includes the whole process more difficult for 
country 	of them because of their nationality. 
Lebanon. Said Elkhatib, "They (U.S. em- 
"Everybody is bassy) think Palestinians are ter-
f i g h t i n g rorists. I hope American students 
everybody," said will understand that we're not ter-
Elkhatib. "I miss rorists. We're just people." 
home, but I don't In order to establish their union, 
want to go back the students asked Winona State 
because it isn't political science professor Robert 
safe there." DuFresne to be their advisor, and 
Elkhatib said he he agreed. 
"I think there have been Palesti-
nian students in the past," said 
DuFresne, "but there hasn't been 
a union until this year." 
"They came to me asking for 
help in presenting the case of the 
Palestinians to the college corn-
munity, and I am helping them get 
organized." 
In order to promote themselves 
and their cause, the union has 
some important projects in the 
works. - 
They have sold Palestinian 
souvenirs in Kryzsko Commons, 
using the money collected for  
valuable 
union activities. A dinner is plann-
ed for this winter, and in 
November, a film about the 
Palestine refugee camps. 
"We're just people." 
—Elkhatib 
Elkhatib said there are unions in 
many universities, so the supplies 
they sell are sent to them from 
some of the other branches. 
Elkhatib said the members of the 
union love living in America and at-
tending Winona State. After 
graduation they hope to stay in the 
states even though the government 
requires all foreigners to leave 
within 21 days of graduation. 
"When we were in Palestine, we 
misunderstood the American peo-
ple," said Elkhatib. "Now that we 
are here, we understand them and 
hope they will learn to understand 
us." 
Clowning 
Continued from page 10 
and the other 
students decided 
to come to 
America not only 
because of the 
war, but because 
of the reputation 
of excellence. 
"If we have an American degree, 
it means much more than a degree 
from our country," said Elkhatib. 
"There are many more oppor-
tunities for jobs with an American 
degree." 
It wasn't easy for these students 
to get to America. The U.S. em- 
October 28, 1987 
Dining Room Special 
6-inch One Ingredient 
Pizza With Free 
Fountain Drink $2.10 
4 p.m.- 8 p.m. 
Also serving Spaghetti, Chicken, Shrimp, 
Taco Salads, Sandwiches, and Salads. 
*Check weekly for dining room special 
Free Delivery on Winona State Campus 
529  Huff, Across from Sheehan Hall, WSU. 	e  
Free Pizza 
Win a VCR 
Chances at cookies, Hardees 
Sandwiches,Winona State T-shirts 
and Sweatshirts- 
All you have to do is volunteer 
for the Winona State University 
phone-a-thon. 
Held Monday through Thursdays 
For pizza meet at Papa John's. 
Calling held 6 to 9 p.m. 
Come one day, Come two, it's up 
to you. 
For more information contact 




SALES REP. WANTED 
The W1NONAN is NOW 
taking applications for 
a sales position. Make 
extra spending money 
while gaining valuable 
sales experience. 
Apply at the WINONAN 
Kryzsko Commons. 
TOW JOHNS® 
Thursday and Friday 
October 29 & 30 
.79 SALE 





Saturday October 31st 
Any Menu Item 
.99 or less 
TACO 	JOHNS® 
1575 Huff St. and Winona Mall 
' 	• Y 	 *"c 	.4• 47' .7 7 ""' 
	 ,ireek 
SEMCAC FAMILY PLANNING 
A confidential, non-judgmental clinic for family planning and 
sexually transmitted diseases. For appointment phone 
452-4307 weekdays from 8:30 a.m. to 5 p.m. 
64 1/2 W. 5th. 	 452-4307 
RICE 
Would like to thank the following 
People and Groups 
For their help in making 







Officer Art Petroff 
David Mohn 
Limelight 
Lutheran Campus Center 
WSU Housing Office 




Winona Law Enforcement Center 
And all those who attended 
the week's activities 
4_ 4,0, 4, 	. • . . 	t„ 	 •, 	V• 
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'As Is' offers cast 
a strong challenge 
By JILL FARRAND 
Staff writer 
The Wenonah Players second 
production, "As Is," will be 
presented December 10-15, and 
director Jacque Reidelberger is 
excited. 
Reidelberger said he chose the 
play because, very simply, "It's a 
good play." 
"As Is" received the Drama 
Desk Award in 1985 for outstan-
ding new play and received three 
Tony nominations, including best 
play. 
"The play deals with the corn-
passion and strength two men 
have in facing the crisis: one of 
them has AIDS," said 
Reidelberger. "There are positive 
and negative reactions from peo-
ple close to them in trying to deal 
with this life-threatening, deadly 
disease." 
In "As Is," the scenes are short, 
some humorous, some profoundly  
moving. The play focuses on 
human relationships and how they 
are changed when faced with a 
fatal sickness. 
Said Reidelberger, "It's basically 
a love story. Some people think 
that AIDS is the key factor here, but 
actually the story is about the two 
men and how they deal with AIDS, 
not so much AIDS itself." 
Reidelberger said that casting 
this play was difficult for two 
reasons. One, the parts are difficult 
to play. The play is emotionally in-
tense and calls for sophisticated 
performances, he said. The second 
reason for difficult casting was the 
outstanding auditions. 
"We really have a superb cast, 
and it was difficult choosing," said 
Reidelberger. "The actors are en-
thused, which helps me a lot. They 
are a highly talented group of men 
and women." Winonan Photo By Tony Dussel 
Winona State University theatre insructor Jacque is currently working on is entitled "As Is," and is 
Reidelberger stands backstage of the mainstage of a drama about AIDS and the relationship between 
the Performing Arts Center. The play Reidelberger a victim and his friend. 
VV "tte BladiheartS 
photo. E.J. C amp 
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WINONA STATE UNIVERSITY 
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MUBIPC ANC MORA 
Welcomes 
JOHN CAFFERTY 





EATER ROWN IIAND 
SUNDAY Nov. 8, 1987 7:30 P.M. 
McCown Gymnasium Memorial Hall 
Winona State University 
Tickets $12.00 General Admission 
Tickets On Sale Now! 
at these locations: Face the Music, Winona, Rochester, LaCrosse Hardt's Music and Audio, Winona 
G & D Guitar Shop, Winona 
Leithold Music, Winona, LaCrosse 
Student Union Desk, WSU Winona 
All Proceeds go to the Warrior Club Scholarship Fund 
Rally Cat? 
	 Winonan Photo By Tony Dussel 
In hopes of conjuring up some Twins' magic, John Nichols the Minnesota Twins' eon old Rally Cap. Nichols and Sadie 
of Red Wing, Minn. embraces Sadie the cat, A take-off on are residents at the White house, 112 W. 8th St. 
Halloween Invitational scary for spikers 
By JOHN DALZIEL II 
Asst. Sports Editor 
The Winona State University women's volleyball team finish-
ed 2-2 at the University of Minnesota-Duluth Halloween Invita-
tional this past weekend. 
With an excellent four match performance, Shelly Burow was 
named to the All-Tournament team. The sophomore power hit-
ter chalked up 30 kills to help lead the Warriors. 
The Warriors won one and lost one in the opening day of play 
on Friday. 
Winona State dropped their first match 15-9 and 15-8 to St. 
Cloud State University. The Warriors quickly rebounded against 
the College of St. Thomas. It only took Winona State two games, 
17-15 and 15-11, to defeat the Tommies. 
On Saturday the Warriors again dropped their opening match. 
Winona State lost a tough three set match, .15-9, 14-16 and 15-2, 
to Augsburg College. 
The Warriors finished the Invitational by hammering the 
University of Wisconsin-Superior 15-10 and 15-8. 
Senior setter Deb Steward paced the Warriors with 75 ace 
assists. Seniors Deb Hogue and Wendy Wise finished the In-
vitational with 28 and 23 kills. Freshman Cindy Penheiter add-
ed 11 more kills. 
Senior Laura Allen helped the Warrior cause with 16 kills and 
nine blocked shots. Wise also added eight blocks. 
The Warriors, 22-15 overall, travel to Luther College for. two 
matches today. Then play at the University of Wisconsin-La 
Crosse on Tuesday, November 3rd. 
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Warriors are handed fourth straight loss 
By JOHN DALZIEL II 
Asst. Sports Editor 
The NAIA Division II sixth ranked Bees of St. Ambrose 
College handed the Winona State University football team 
their fourth straight loss, 31-6. 
Head Coach Dave Bassore said he was very disappointed 
with the loss. "Despite losing, everyone played really hard. 
They showed alot of heart out their on the field. Our offense 
just never got started. Our defense can only do so much 
if the offense doesn't put any points on the board," said 
Bassore. 
St. Ambrose totally dominated both sides of the line of 
scrimmage. The Bees outgained the Warriors by over a two-
to-one margin, and tallied 23 first downs to Winona State's 
11 
St. Ambrose, which was ranked fourth in the nation in 
rushing yardage, amassed 503 yards of total offense.The 
Bees sliced the, once staunch, Warrior defense for 382 
rushing yards. 
The Warrior offense could do little against the stubborn 
St. Ambrose defense. The Bees, whose defense was ranked 
fifth against the run, and tenth in total defense, gave up 
only 202 total yards. The one-two rushing punch of 
Sophomore Troy Haines and junior Tim Anderson was 
nullified early in the game. Winona State gained only 
24-yards on 26 carries. 
St. Ambrose jumped out to an early 21-point lead at 
halftime. The Bees increased their lead to 31-0 before the 
Warriors scored. 
The Warriors' lone touchdown came with only 6:07 left 
in the game. Junior running back Pete Brown scored on 
a 3-yard run. Winona State attempted a 2-point conversion, 
but the pass fell incomplete. 
The touchdown was set-up by a 46-yard completion from 
treshman quarterback Jason Mitchell to senior wide receiver 
Andy Wellumson. 
Mitchell finished the game 17 for 42 and 178 yards. 
Haines led the receiving corps with seven receptions for  
62 yards. Both Wellumson and sophomore Dan 
Schumacher finished the game with four receptions. 
Wellumson totalled 73 yards and Schumacher 25 yards. 
Junior Jim Bzoskie led the Warrior defense with 19 solo 
tackles and four assists. Bassore complimented Bzoskie 
on his performance. "Jim really played one heck of a game. 
This was definitely the best game he has played this year," 
said Bassore. 
The Warriors will try to snap their four-game losing streak 
next Saturday, when they travel to the University of 
Minnesota-Morris. The University of Minnesota-Morris, third 
in the Northern Intercollegiate Conference, leads the 
17-game series with 13 wins, three loses and one tie. 
Bassore sounded optimistic about Saturday's game. "I'm 
really excited about the game. We match up very well 
against them. It should be a very good game. I can see us 
getting back on winning track this weekend,"said Bassore. 
Women anticipate 
basketball season 
by JOHN DALZIEL II 
Asst. Sports Editor 
In her second year at Winona State University, 
women's basketball head coach Alice Simpson is 
very straight forward about her Warriors' chances 
this season. 
"A realistic goal for us in this stage of rebuilding 
would be to win more ball games than last year. I'm 
hoping to improve oh our sixth place finish of a year 
ago," said Simpson. 
Rebuilding is a major understatement when one 
looks at the Warrior team. Winona State is return-
ing just one starter from the team of a year ago. "The 
loss of Lisa Lockwood and Dawn Johnson will be 
felt on all aspects of the game," said Simpson "I 
don't have any two people who can make up for all 
the scoring and rebounding that those two ladies 
provided us last year." 
Lockwood set many career records while at 
Winona State and was named to the 1986-87 Nor-
thern Sun Conference team."It's hard to replace 
players of that caliber," she added. 
Simpson's one lone starter is a lethal weapon. 
Junior point guard Pat Neder set five single season 
Warrior records in her first year of play after transfer-
ing to Winona State. The Waukesha, Wis. native set 
records for most points scored in a season (459), 
most points scored in a game (34), most assists in 
a season (154), most steals in a season (76) and best 
field goal percentage for a season (49 percent). 
Along with these records, Neder was selected to 
the All NSC and All NAIA District 13 teams in 
1986-87. She was the only sophomore chosen in a 
field of 10 women. 
Simpson had nothing but good comments to say 
about her floor leader. "Pat's team skills are rough 
and we will get more out of her as soon as she lets 
her teammates complement her essentials. She 
plays tough defense and I believe there is no better 
point guard in the conference," said Simpson. 
See Basketball page 16 
Men runners finish 
high in conference 
By JOHN DALZIEL II 
Asst. Sports Editor 
Winona State University's Joel Dudgeon finish-
ed in second place, just five seconds behind Bemidji 
State University's Oyvind Simonsen, at the Northern 
Intercollegiate Conference Championship cross-
country meet on Saturday. 
Dudgeon covered the 8000 meter course in 26:29 
to lead the Warriors to a third place finish. 
The Warriors were just twelve points behind co-
champions Moorhead State University and the 
Univertsity of Minnesota-Duluth. 
Duluth placed five of the top 13 runners as the 
Bulldogs tied Moorhead State with 42 points to claim 
part in its first ever NIC cross-country championship. 
With the tie Moorhead State has now won seven 
straight NIC championships. 
The top 12 finishers in the meet were named to 
the All-NIC team. For the first time ever the Warriors 
had three runners make the All-Conference team. 
See Runners page 16 
The 19th Hole 
By Chuck Frederick 
Don't drink and write 
Editor's Note: We gave our copy editor a week off on this column 
to prove a point. Last week was Alcohol Awareness Week. Some 
events were held to show the effects drinking has on one's 
capabilities. We thought we'd prove our own point and see how 
someone who has had a few (about 9 hard drinks and one beer) 
would do writing a column. This was the result. While Chuck is not 
the greatest typist in the world even when he is sober, he knows 
how to spell and he is always coherent. Alcohol does affect peo-
ple, even when there's been some time for it to wear off, and it 
appears even when a Breathalyzer test is passed. 
What do you have to do in this town to get drunk? 
Tonight three of my Winonancolleagues abd I went out to play 
Bar Golf. I thought we were pretty darn succesful but no dice. We 
made a stop at the police station and took a breathalizer testr in 
honor of Alcohol AwRENESS Week and I PASSED. 
Beliebve it!! or not? No realy it's treue and I'm writing this in the 
state I was when I took the test. What do you thin k am I drunk 
HUH  
In bar golf you go to different bars around the spanking town and 
have to have a drink at each one. Depending on how potent the 
drink is is the number of strokes you get. GET 1 -17191 9 1 HUI-1 191912 
So me and my colleages headed out AND hit all kinds of bars. 
We kept track of strokes and I won. 
I thenk we went to about almost a dozern or so. 
Does this make any sense? 
Strokes are likee when you go golfin' and hit the ball. Every time 
you hit the ball it's a stroke. In bar golf strokes are givden for the 
potency of the drink. So like a triple shot of bourbon is good for 
one stroke whereas an Amber went for five strokes. She lost! 
For a while one of my friend hung with me but then another one 
did two kamakazies and pulled ahead. I was impresseed with what 
he drank. 
Anyway after babe dumped beer on me across the river and I 
dumped other dude's beer over we headed to the station. 
A soberring story was told and they let us in and explained what 
hapopened if you get pulled over and are nailed for DWI. Like we 
said in last weeks issue "not wise thing to get a DWI" adn ain't 
that the truth. Anyway I blew on the thing and the green light went 
on so I got my keys back and drove! 
Every where we went we carried a pitching wedge so people knew 
we were golfing. We should have worn visors too but i forgot. 
SORRY. 
Any way like I said we did this in honor of Alcohol Awareness 
Week so it wasn't fun. Really it wasn't. Come on believe me. It was 
just another of my many travels to bring you a column. 
There must be some thing we learned from all of this other than 
the fact that it takes me a lot to get drunk. And what this has to 
do with sports I don't know. You write and tell me. 
Desi c •)  
3rd & Franklin 	 454-2442 
11111111 
HAIR CUTS 
y DEE DEE 
$3.50 
W/ Shampoo 
& blowdry style 
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Winonan Photo By Kirk Fratzke 
Nancy Schneider and Mary Fick run in the MC championship race 
held Saturday at St. Mary's College. Schneider was named to the 
All-Conference team. 
n a "Touchdown Toshire a 
WIN!!! 
Bring your shirt to the football game Nov. 7 and look for 






By JOHN DALZIEL II 
Asst. Sports Editor 
Freshman Sheila Olson and 
senior Nancy Schneider were both 
named to All-Northern Sun Con-
ference team after their perfor-
mance at the NSC cross-country 
championships. 
Olson and Schneider helped 
Winona State University place 
fourth in the team standings. The 
Warriors accumulated 80 team 
points. 
Bemidji State University barely 
won the NSC title. 
Head coach Marge Moravec was 
pleased with her team's perfor-
mance. "Everyone ran extremely 
well. All the girls gave 110 percent. 
I couldn't have asked for a better 
performance," Moravec said. 
In the NSC the top ten finishers 
are named to the All-NSC team. 
Mary Kae Fick missed the All-
NSC team by one place. The 
sophomore placed 11th with a time 
of 21:13. teammate Lisa Robinson 
finished in 26th place with a time 
of 22:41. Sophomore Maureen 
Gavin placed 32nd with a time of 
25:10 and sophomore Michele 
Barney rounded out the Warrior 
runners in 33rd place with a time 
of 25:21. 
The Warriors will participate in 
the NAIA District 13 Champion-
ships at Moorhead State Universi-
ty on Saturday, Nov. 7. The winn-
ing team and the top five runners 
will advance toi the NAIA nationals 
in Kenosha, Wis. on Nov. 14. 
1. $50 gift certificate from Winona Glove Co. 
2. $35 gift certificate from Sports-In-Store 
3. $20 gift certificate from Out-Dor Store 
4. Drive train clean and lube from Bikes Limited valued at $16 
5. $10 gift certificate from Athlete's Foot 
Real News 
The Winonan 
Winonan Page 15 
free pregancy test 	free confidential help 
Pregnant? 
and afraid? 







SUGAR LOAF WINONA 
Foot of Sugarloaf HIll 
HWY 61 & 14 
WP have a Iw ~ l vc wnricfprrari ahotit 
Then we thought 	Nah 
Have a good one dude 
Bob and Bill hold look alike contests in honor of birthdays. 
Sports-in-Store 
FREE BASKETBALL 
WITH PURCHASE OF ANY 
NEW BALANCE BASKETBALL 
SHOES. 
EXPIRES 
Travel Field Opportunity 
Gain valuable marketing 
experience while earning 
money. Campus rep-
resentatives needed 
immediately for spring 
break trips to Florida or 
South Padre Island. Call 
Campus Marketing at 
1-800-282-6221. 
immulanoloosomosormartlow 	Nommadi 
HIS & HERS NEW STYLES 
ftlfaltifyks For Year Lifestyles" 
.1/..-Afpra.4...4 	Campus 
1 Block From 




6 DAYS A WEEK 
Open Tues Thru Sat 11:30 AM 
-10:00 PM Sun 11:30 AM-8:00 PM 
Closed Mondays 
While at practice on Friday, Winona State Univer- 
sity Women's Basketball Coach Alice Simpson 
stresses a point to one of her players. The first 
Winonan Photo By Tony 











24 HRS A DAY 
NANNY 
$150-200 / wk 
Do you love and enjoy chil-
dren? Need a break,$$$$$$ 
for school? Comfortable homes 
carefully screened families, 
ample free time to explore 
curial and atitin.tinnni nun 
ortunities of historic New 
England. One year commitment 
required. 
Mrs. Sprang 
Chik: Care Placement Serv;ce . 
121 First ST.N 
Minneapolis, MN 55401 
612-332-5069 
RESEARCH PAPERS 
16,278 to choose from—all subjects 
Order Catalog Today with Visa/MC or COD 
800-351-0222 
in Calif.  .12131477-8226 
Or, rush $2.00 to: Research Assistance 
11322 Idaho Ave. #206-SN, Los Angeles, CA 90025 
Custom research also available—all levels 
Toll Free 
Hot Line 
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Basketball 
Continued from page 14 
Simpson expects alot from her 
two co-captains, seniors Jane 
Driscoll, from Blue Earth, Minn., 
and Lisa Maier, from Rothschild, 
Wis. "I expect my co-captains to be 
the motivators on the court. They 
have to provide the 'fire-up' and en-
thusiasm when things get tough. I 
believe that these two can do the 
job," said Simpson. 
Maier will be utilized as a 
perimeter shooter. Last year she 
was second in the conference in 
three-point shooting. Driscoll, on 
the other hand, will be used from 
the 15-17. foot range. 
The Warriors will also be looking 
for big things from Angie 
Vandeventer, a junior transfer stu-
dent from Indiana State Universi-
ty. After sitting out 12 months, she 
appears ready to play. "Angie's 
readiness is determined by her 
knee condition and overall 
strength: She can be a real asset 
to our team with her perimeter 
shooting and tenacious defense," 
Simpson said. 
Working hard for one of the star- 
ting spots is sophomore Courtney 
Celt, from Red Wing, ,Minn. "This 
young lady will show more hustle 
and confidence on the /floor-- 
guaranteed. Her speed and 
shooting hand could double her 
statistics from last season. She is 
a real consistent shooter and has 
unlimited scoring potential," said 
Simpson. 
"We tace some conterence foes 
with so much experience and 
height that we may be stifled for im-
proving in our standings," says 
Simpson. "Without some starting 
returnees every season, no team 
can muster up improvement." She 
said her team would have to fight 
the odds to finish in the middle of 
the conference pack. 
When asked what type of style 
she would like her Warriors to play. 
Simpson quickly responded, "I 
want a type of style that shows their 
determination and heart. THis will 
bring in spectators and let the 
players show what type of ability 
they have." 
The Warriors open up their 
schedule with an intrasquad scrim-
mage on November 2, then play 
the Bahama National Team on 
November 7. 
Runners 
You remember. She was 
always there when you were 
frightened. And if you got hurt, 
she was standing by with ban-
dages. Wouldn't it feel good 
to talk to your mother again 
right now? 
Calling over AT&T Long 
-Distance Service probably 
costs less than . rou think, too. 
And if you have any questions 
about AT&T rates or service, 
a customer service repre-
sentative is always standing 
by to talk to you. Just call 
1 800 222 -0300. 
Sure, your schoolwork and 
your friends keep you busy. 
But call home and find out 
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Junior Paul Nevera placed tenth 
with a time of 26:55. Freshman 
Brian Reed finished four seconds 
later, good enough for 12th place. 
The Warriors also got outstan-
ding results from their other run-
ners. Junior Lou Heidenreich 
finished in 15th place with a time 
of 27:18. Teammate Tom Scullard 
was just one place and one second 
behind Heidenreich. 
The Warriors will participate in 
the NAIA District 13 Championship 
at Moot head State on Saturday., 
REWARD 
For any information on the van-
dalism that occurred on Huff St. 
to a white Cadillac that was park-
ed there. Call 457-2480 if you know 
anything about this event. 
"Thinking of taking some time 
off from school? We need MOTHER'S 
HELPERS. House hold duties and childcare. 
Live in exciting NEW YORK CITY suburbs. 
Room, board and salary included. 
203-622-4959 or 914-273-1626 
Campus Travel 
Representative 
needed to promote a Spring 
Break Tour to Florida. Earn money 
Free travel and outstanding 
marketing experience. Call Inter 
Campus Programs at 
1-800-433-7747 
